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$1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group. Two representations V and W of G are called Smith equivalent 
if G acts smoothly on a homotopy sphere with exactly two fixed points and the tangent 
representations at these fixed points are V and W. Our main result is: 
THEOREM A. There exist odd order cyclic groups which have Smith equivalent but 
nonisomorphic representations. 
After a short background discussion, we shall give a list of conditions (1.1) which are 
important in the development of this paper and state more precise versions of our results. 
Theorem B provides nonisomorphic Smith equivalent representations if one has non- 
isomorphic representations of G which satisfy (1.1). Corollary C shows the existence of 
infinitely many groups which have nonisomorphic representations which satisfy (1.1). The 
orders of some cyclic groups of this type are described by Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.6. 
Taken together, Theorem B and Corollary C prove Theorem A. 
The concept of Smith equivalence is based upon a question posed by P. A. Smith in a 1960 
survey article [32, p. 4061. In our terminology the question is whether Smith equivalent 
representations are linearly isomorphic. Atiyah-Bott [3] and Milnor [17] established an 
affirmative answer for cyclic groups of odd prime power order and for representations with 
semifree action. By definition a group acts semifreely if each point is left fixed by only the 
trivial group element or by each group element. An extension of this work by Sanchez [28] 
implied the answer also to be affirmative if G is cyclic of order pq where p and q are odd 
primes. Bredon [6] showed for 2-groups that Smith equivalent representations are 
isomorphic if their dimension is large in comparison to the order of the group. The first 
negative answers to Smith’s question were established by the second author for odd order 
abelian groups with at least four noncyclic Sylow subgroups. See [23], [24]. Subsequently a
number of papers have established a negative answer for even order groups, but the case of 
odd order cyclic groups has remained open. For cyclic groups of even order see the papers 
[7], [25], [ 111, [3 13, For noncyclic abelian groups and nonabelian 2-groups, see [34] and [S]. 
There are many interesting results and ideas in these papers. 
Results and techniques used in answering Smith’s question varj markedly according to 
the parity of the order of G. In Remark 1.2(ii) we explain the difference of the geometric and 
number theoretic treatment of even and odd order groups as it arises from the Atiyah-Bott 
extension of the Lefschetz Fixed Point theorem. 
One interesting question, untouched here, is to relate the differentiable structure of a 
homotopy sphere Z and the isotropy representations of an action of G on Z with exactly two 
fixed points. Some general remarks on this appear in the problem section of the forthcoming 
proceedings of the 1983 conference on group actions at Boulder [393. It can be shown that the 
homotopy spheres with group actions that are constructed by our method are all standard 
spheres. The methods of Schultz (e.g. in [29] and other papers) are relevant o realizing these 
actions on exotic spheres. 
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Throughout this paper (unless specifically mentioned otherwise) G denotes an odd order 
cyclic group and all mantfolds and group actions are smooth. 
We can view G as the subgroup of the complex numbers generated by < = exp 2rtiin 
where n = IGI. One obtains a complex l-dimensional representation t’ of G by asserting  E G 
acts on C by complex multiplication with gi. These representations generate the complex 
representation ring of G. 
Let V = c a,ts be a complex representation of G and g E G an element such that Vg = 0. 
(V = {t’E VllyY = u)). 
Define 
(1.0) v(V)(g) = sFl 1-g” n-1 l+g” asEc_o ( > 
where n = 1GI. The assumption Vg = 0 guarantees that the denominator is not zero. Note 
that v carries sums to products; so we can define 
v(V- W)(g) = v(v)(g)lv(W)(g) 
whenever v(v)(g) and v(W)(g) are defined. 
An easy computation shows that v( P’)(g) = + v( V’) (g) whenever V and v’ are 
isomorphic as real representations. Let U and U’ be real representations of G such that Ug 
= 17’~ = 0. We write 
v(U)(g) = +lv(U’)(g) or v(U-U’)(g)= fl 
if U and U’ are realifications of complex representations V and v’ such that v(v)(g) = 
* v( U (9). 
If V is a representation of G, resP V denotes its restriction to P c G. We shall use the 
symbol 9’ to denote either the set of all groups of prime power order or the set of subgroups 
of G of prime power order. The context will determine the usage. 
In Theorem B and throughout the paper the following conditions on pairs ( V, W’) of real 





vg = wg = Ofor each g E G which generates a subgroup of prime power index in 
G. 
dim VK = dim WK whenever IG/K( is divisible by at most 3 distinct primes. 
Res, V 1 Res, W whenever P E 9. 
v( vr- Wp) = _+ 1 whenever P ~9 and g E G generates a subgroup of prime 
power index in G. 
THEOREM B. Suppose G is an odd order cyclic group such that the order of G has at least 3 
prime divisors. Let V and W be real representations of G satisfying 1.1. Then there is a closed 
homotopy sphere I: with smooth G action ana’ exactly twofixed points x and y such thatfor some 
I# 0 T,Z - TJ = 1 (V- W) in the real representation ring of G. 
Here T,I; denotes the tangent representation at x. 
Let G(t) be the cyclic group whose order is the product of the first t odd primes. As a 
consequence of Corollary 2.6 one has 
COROLLARY C. For suJiciently large t, G(t) has nonisomorphic representations satisfying 
1.1; so these groups have nonisomorphic Smith equivalent representations. 
Remarks 1.2. (i) The integer 1 occuring in Theorem B is involved with the projective class 
group R, CZCGI 1. 
(ii) If V is a complex representation and g is an element of odd order for which v( V) (g) is 
defined, then v( v)(g) is nonzero. In contrast, v( V)(g) may well be zero if g has even order. All 
the papers on even order groups mentioned above make use ofa representation td which is a 
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summand of I/ and whose presence forces v(v)(g) to be zero. Here g has order 2d. 
We shall now discuss the importance of the conditions in 1.1. Let G act on a homotopy 
sphere I: such that ZG consists of exactly two points, x and y. Set V = TJ and W = TJ. Then 
1.3 (i) Sign (G, Zp) = 0 for each subgroup P of G, P E 8. 
(ii) The Euler characteristic x(CH) is equal to 2 for each H c G. 
(iii) Res, V z Resp W for each P E 8. 
The first conclusion follows from the definition of equivariant signature because Zp is a 
rational homology sphere for P E 9. Condition (ii) follows from the Lcfschetz Fixed Point 
theorem. Let g EC and let g: X + X also denote the map induced by the action of g. Then 
x(XB) equals the Lefschetz number L(g), and it is elementary to verify that the latter is equal 
to 2. An analytic proof of this fact may be found in [16]. Observe that either Zp is connected 
or ZG = Zp. Then (iii) follows either by a connectedness argument or by the Atiyah-Bott 
version of the Lefschetz Fixed Point theorem [3]. 
The Lefschetz formula of [3] expresses the value Sign (g, Z) of Sign (G, Z) at g in terms of 
V, W and g if Zg = x YY. This implies v( VP - Wp) (g) = k 1 whenever P E 9 and g E G 
generates G. 
Based on 1.3 we see that 1.1 (iii) and part of (iv) are necessary conditions in Theorem B. 
Our construction of ): in Theorem B forces us to begin with representations satisfying 1.1 (i). 
Condition 1.1 (ii) is not really harmful (see (*) in the proof of 2.5) but essential to our 
argument. The remaining conditions in 1.1 (iv) not covered above are at least useful in 
keeping signature computations manageable. 
Next we explain the content of the sections of this paper and their role in proving the main 
results of this paper. Section 2 deals with number theory and provides us with groups which 
have nonisomorphic representations satisfying 1.1 (see Corollary C and 2.6). This is the only 
relation between section 2 and the rest of the paper In section 3 we construct manifolds with 
one fixed point and a preassigned isotropy representation. These manifolds are used as input 
for later constructions and their properties are controlled by 1.1, see Theorem D. Section 4 
reviews some results of [l] relating equivariant signatures and Witt classes. Section 5 
provides the surgery theory relevant to this paper. We introduce the notions of a special G 
manifold (5.14) and of a Smith manifold (5.11). The latter is a generalization of a framed 
manifold and is intimately involved with 1.1 (iii). The former is a G manifold which is Smith 
framed and which satisfies additional requirements uch as conditions on Euler charac- 
teristics of various fixed point sets. Section 5 also treats the problem of converting a special G 
manifold into a homotopy sphere via a Smith framed cobordism. Theorem E of section 6 
provides the key tool for this. It asserts that the obstruction a(X) to converting a special G 
manifold X with vanishing (total) Witt class into a homotopy sphere lies in a finite group 
which depends only on G. The additivity of this obstruction for connected sums of manifolds 
is explained in 5.24. 
In section 7 we prove-Theorem B. Here is an outline of the proof. We begin with a set S of 
complex representations each pair of which satisfies the complex analogs of 1.1 and some 
other technical conditions (see 7.1). For each pair (A, B) of representations in S, Theorem D 
produces G oriented manifolds X(A) and X(B). Each of them has exactly one fixed point at 
which the tangent representation is A resp. B. We define a Smith framed manifold X (A, B) 
= X(A) 1~ - X(B) u 2 which has exactly two fixed points with tangent representations A and 
B (minus indicates reversal of orientation). The manifold 2 is used to adjust some Euler 
characteristics, has no fixed point, and it is an equivariant boundary. One uses Theorem D 
and 4.7 to see that X (A, B) can be assumed to be special. In particular its total Witt class 
vanishes. It follows from Theorem E in section 6 that the obstruction a(X(A,B)) for 
converting X (A, B) into a homotopy sphere lies in the finite group I, (G). This group is 
defined in 6.1. We choose S such that 1s 1 > 1 I, (G)/ + 1. An argument based on the 
pigeon hole principle and the additivity of c allows us to complete the proof of Theorem B. 
We find distinct representations A and B in S such that c(X (A, B) ) = 0, and X (A, B) can be 
converted into a homotopy sphere. 
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52. NUMBER THEORY 
In this section we use number theory to find odd order cyclic groups which have 
nonisomorphic representations satisfying 1.1. Part of the number theory is involved with the 
group of units U(R) in R = Z[g] c C. Let g be a primitive mth roof of unity, then Z[g] 
denotes the algebraic integers in the splitting field of xm - 1 over Q. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a cyclic group of odd order n, P E B a subgroup of G, and let h E G be 
an element which generates a subgroup of prime power index in G. Let V and W be complex 
representations of G such that the induced real representations satisfy 1.1(i) and (ii). Then 
We postpone the proof. 
v( VP - Wp) (h) E U( Z[h’p’] ). 
For this section we fix this notation: G = Z, is the cyclic group of order n and n is odd. We 
think of G as a subgroup of S’ and we fix the generator 5 = exp 2rri/n. In addition 
u’(zCsl) = ~(zCsI)I{ + 1> for any gEG. 
Let V and W be real representations satisfying 1.1(i) and (ii) P E 9 a subgroup of G, and 
da prime power divisor of IG/PI. Then cd generates a subgroup of prime power index in G and 
2.2 
is defined by 2.1. 
v( VP - WP) (p ) E U’ ( h [ pq ) 
The real representation ring RO(G) contains the subgroup RO’{G) consisting of 
differences V-W where V and W are real representations atisfying 1.1(i)-(iii). For each 
subgroup P E B of G let 
2.3 (i) A, = lXJ’ ( iZ[<lpl’d]), the product varies over prime powers d which divide 
IGIPI, and 
(ii) B(G) = n Ap. 
PC9 
Finally define a homomorphism bo: RO’ (G) + B(G) by (use 2.2) 
2.3 (iii) b,(z) = n lIv’(~~)(<~l~I) 
PEQ 
where the second product varies again over prime powers d which divide [G/PI. 
LEMMA 2.4. Given z E ker bo there are real representations V ana’ W of G satisfying 1.1 
with V - W = z. Conversely, given V and W satisfying 1 .l, V - WE ker bo. 
The advantage ofexpressing 1.1 in terms of 2.4 is that it is possible to show the existence of 
groups for which ker 6, # 0. We do this now. We deal with groups G(t), f E N. Let pt, . . . , pt 
be the first t odd primes and let G(t) be the cyclic group of order fi pi. Set 
i=l 
We will show in a moment a lemma due to J. Ewing. 
LEMMA 2.5. c(t) converges to 0. If c(t - 1) < 1 and t 2 4, then ker ba,,, + 0. 
Lemma 2.5 provides us with infinitely many groups for which ker bo # 0. John Ewing 
showed on his pocket calculator that ker b o,,) # 0 if pt is the largest prime smaller than 
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6,476,963. For this t, G(t) is a cyclic group whose order is approximately 102~*’ 2*g “. Call this 
group GE. We do not verify this computation here. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let G’ be an odd order cyclic group which contains the group G. 
(i) Zf G has nonisomorphic real representations which satisfy 1.1, then G’ does too. 
(ii) ker b ,+ # 0 and GE has nonisomorphic representations satisfying 1.1. 
It remains to provide the proofs of 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5. 
Proofof2.1. Compare [3] and [17]. Step 1. We reduce the proof to the case P = 1. Let 
L = G/P. Then L is cyclic and hIPIe L if L is viewed as the (n/lPl)-th roots of 1. Let A = I/p 
and B = Wp be the induced representations of L. Then v( VP - Wp) (h) = v(A - B) (h’) where 
h’ = hIPi. Note that h’ generates a subgroup of L of prime power index and that A and B 
satisfy 1.1(i) and (ii) for the group L. This completes step 1. 
Consequently Lemma 2.1 holds if it holds for P = 1. 
Step 2. Proof of 2.1 if P = 1. This proof requires some notation and observations. For 
each integer d, a,, denotes the set of primitive d-th roots of 1. Let vi and wi be defined by 
V= i u$‘and W= i wI t’. For each integer s dividing n, let O,( V, h) be the sum of the vi 
i=l i=l 




dim vh’ = 1 O,(V, h). 
dls 
(1+2)(1-z)-’ = (l-22)(1-2)-2. 
For any g E G, (1 - g) is a unit in Z [g] if the order of g is not a prime power. If the order of 
g is a prime power s, then n (1 -gi)el is a unit in Z[g] if Cci = 0. 
{ilsi~@.l 
The reader can check (1) easily whilst (2) is trivial. A reference for (3) is [S, p. 6111. 
We are now ready to complete Step 2. By definition 
v=v(V-W)(h)= 
n-1 
& n [(I -h2’) (1 -hi)-2]v-“‘i 
i=l 
and the goal is to show that v is a unit as claimed. 
For appropriate ci we can write 
v=n n (I-h’)ci 
An (ilh’e@,) 
where each ci is an integer depending only on the uj’s and w>‘s, 1 I j s n - 1. We distinguish 
two cases: (a) s is not a prime power and (b) s is a prime power. In either case use the fact that 
hi E as if and only if h2’ E OS. Case (a) is now immediate because the first part of (3) states that 
each factor of v is a unit. We consider Case (b). Let K be the subgroup generated by h’. Since h 
generates a subgroup of prime power index in G, lG/KI is divisible by at most two distinct 
primes; so by l.l(ii) dim vh’ = dim I/K = dim WK = dim Wh’. As this equation holds 
whenever s is a prime power 0, ( V, h) = 0, ( W, h) whenever sis a prime power; so C t"i 
{ilh’cO,) 
- wi) = 0 and li,hga , ci = 0. By the second part of (3) n (1 -h’)‘iis in U(Z[h]). This 
completes the proof.*’ 
{ilhlE&) 
Proofof2.4. Let ZE ker b,. Let PEB and d a prime power divisor of IG/PI. As before 
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c = exp 27ri/n and n = IGI. For 1.1 (iv) one needs that v(zp) (C;‘) = f 1 whenever <’ is a 
primitive root of 1 of the same order as 5 ‘dlPt. This follows from Galois theory as follows. 
There exists an automorphism o of Z [s”‘l] defined by o(<lpl) = gSlpl such that o(~‘~I~I) = <‘. 
Then 
v(zP)([‘) = v(9) (a(td’p’)) 
= o(v(zP) (<d’P’)) 
= a( + 1) 
= +1. 
As z is a class in RO’(G), z can be written as a difference of two real representations Vand 
W which satisfy 1.1(i)-(iii). Together with the above calculation this shows that (V, W) 
satisfies 1.1. The converse of 2.4 holds trivially. 
For the proof of 2.5 we need some preparation. The group G(t) was defined before 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.7. 
rk,RO’(G(t)) 2 + IG(t)I - f - ; 
0 0 
Prooj: The proof of this inequality is an elementary computation based on: 
(i) rk, RO(G(t)) = i(lG(t)l+ 1) and 
(ii) there are (i) subgroups H of G(t) such that IG(t)/HI has k prime divisors. 
Before 2.5 we defined G(t) and c(t) and in 2.3(ii) we defined B(G). Suppose t 2 4. 
LEMMA 2.8. 
rk,B(G(t)) I $ IG(f)l.c(t). 
Proof: Let n = IG(t)l and C$ be the Euler 4 function. By Dirichlet’s unit theorem 
&~(~C5,1) = MN if 5, is a primitive m-th root of unity and m is not a prime power. 
Remember that 4(m) = mlT(1 -p-r) where the product ranges over the prime divisors p 
of m, and #(mk) = +(m)4(k) if (k,m) = 1. From this we see 
rkzB(W)) = ;(4(n) + 2 i 4(nlpi) + i 4(n/pipj).) 
i=l i.j=l 
l#j 
< (n/2)(4(n)ln) l + i 4(Pi)-l ( > 
2 
i=l 




= $G(t)l -c(t). 
Proofof2.5. Let - denote the fact that asymptotically the expressions involved are equal. 
There are constants D, D’ and D” such that 
fi (1 -p; ‘) - D/in pt and 
i=l 
i$l Pi-'" D’ + D” In In P,. 
This is a standard fact in analytic number theory. These two equations imply immediately 
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that there are constants d and d’ such that 
c(t) N & (d’ + In In P,)~. 
I 
This implies that c(t) converges to zero and shows the first part of 2.5. We come to the 
second part. The first observation is based on a “barehand” estimate showing the difference 
between RO’ (G) and RO (G) can be forgotten by adding one prime. One shows: If 
(*) rk, RO (G(t - 1)) > rkz B(G(t - l)), then rk, RO’(G(t)) > rkz B(G(t)). 
Here one needs that t 2 4. Substituting 2.8 in (*) one sees that (*) holds ifc(t - 1) < 1. It is 
trivial to observe that ker bc # 0 if the rank of RO’ (G) exceeds the rank of B(G). This 
completes the proof. 
$3. ONE FIXED POINT MANIFOLDS 
To each representation U of G which satisfies 3.1 we associate aG manifold X(U) having 
exactly one fixed point and the tangent representation at that fixed point is U. This manifold 
has several other important properties which are stated in Theorem D. The remaining part of 
the section verifies Theorem D. 
One fixed point actions on manifolds have a long history which goes back to 
Montgomery-Samelson [19, p. 553 concerning such actions on spheres and Conner Floyd 
[9, p. 1433. Atiyah-Bott [3,7.1] showed that a cyclic group of odd prime power order cannot 
act on a closed manifold with exactly one fixed point. In [lo, 9.41 Conner-Floyd gave 
examples of cyclic groups not of prime power order acting on a manifold with exactly one 
fixed point. It is not possible for a cyclic group to act on a homotopy sphere with exactly one 
fixed point (Lefschetz Fixed point Theorem), although other groups can [33], [27]. 
A real representation V of G is G oriented if p is an oriented vector space for all H c G. 
A smooth G manifold is G oriented if for all H c G each component of XH is oriented. Note 
that a complex vector space, understood as a real vector space, has a canonical orientation. So 
a complex representation of G is canonically a G oriented representation. If X is a G oriented 
manifold, then T,X is a G, oriented representation. If I/is a representation of G and X is a G 
space, then ki. denotes the G vector bundle X x V over X with projection on the first factor. 
The base space X of V is understood from context. 
We shall deal with a collection S of complex representations atisfying the following 
conditions: 
3.0. If U E S, H c G and G/H $8, then dim UH > 0. 
3.1. Each pair (A, B) of representations in S satisfies 
(i) AH = BH = 0 if G/HE8. 
(ii) dim AH = dim BH if IG/HI is divisible by at most 3 distinct primes. 
(iv) v (Ap - BP) (g) = 1 whenever P E 9 and g E G generates a subgroup of prime power 
index. 
Compare 3.1 with 1.1 and note 1.1 (iii) is not yet required in this section. 
THEOREM D. La G be an odd order cyclic group and S a collection of representations of G 
which satisfy 3.0 and 3.1. There is a collection of closed G oriented mantfolds X(U), onefor each 
U E S such that: 
(0) X (U)G = x consists of exactly one point and T,X (U) = U as G oriented real 
representation. 
(i) There is a representation C of G such that TX (U) @C and Q @C are isomorphic. 
(ii) x(X(A)? = x(X(B)? mod 2 for all H c G and A, BES. 
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(iii) Sign (G, X(A)? = Sign(G, X(B)qfor all PEB and A, BES. 
We state now and prove at the end of this section the lemma which is basic to this section. 
Theorem D will follow formally from it. For a cyclic group L c S’ we introduced the 
representations t = t’ and t’ in the introduction. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let L c S’ be the cyclic group of order m = r’s where (r, s) = 1 and neither r 
nor s is 1. There is a closed oriented surface X with smooth Laction which has these properties: 
For each nontrivial subgroup H of L 
(i) Xri is a finite set. 
(ii) IX”1 = 1 whenever (Ii 1 divides neither r nor s. In particular ) XL I = 1. 
(iii) If y E XH, then T,,X = Resnt as an H oriented real representation. 
(iv) There is a representation C of L such that TX @C and I@C are isomorphic L vector 
bundles. 
For each positive integer m which is not a prime power choose integers r and s different 
from one such that 
3.3. (i) m = r .s and (r, s) = 1 
(ii) Neither r nor s is a prime power if m is divisible by at least 4 distinct primes. 
If $ is an irreducible representation of a cyclic group G, all nonzero points of II/ have the 
same isotropy group. This group is denoted by G($). This group acts trivially on rl/ and 
induces a G/G(+) action on $ giving a representation of G/G(+) denoted by $. 
We now define for each nontrivial irreducible complex representation $ with G/G($) $9 
a closed G oriented surface X(1/1). First we define X($) when G(+) = 1. In this case the 
assumption G/(#) $9 means IG I = m is not a prime power. So Lemma 3.2 is available with L 
= G and the choice of r and s from 3.3. For $ = t we define X ($) = X where X comes from 
Lemma 3.2. Any $ with G(#) = 1 is of the form t” for some integer a prime to JG 1. If $ = t”, let 
x ($) be the manifold X(r) except that g E G acts on x E X(t) via g(x) = go - x where the right 
side of this equation is defined by the G action on X(r). Finally if G($) is arbitrary but 
G/G(+) $9 define X($) to be the G oriented surface obtained from the G/G (tj) = L oriented 
surface X(g) using the quotient homomorphism of G to G/G($). The assumption that L 
G/G($)$9 and the obvious fact that L(4) = 1 means that X($) is defined using 3.2 and 
;3. 
Any complex representation U with UG = 0 is a direct sum of nontrivial irreducible 
complex representations, i.e. 
U = Ca, (U)*. 
If UH = 0 whenever G/H ~9, a,(U) = 0 unless G/G($)$8. So if this condition holds 
(3.1(i)), each X($) is defined and we define 
3.4. X(U) =IIX($)4’U’. 
Here X($)“ is the a fold cartesian product of X($) with itself. This completes the 
construction of the manifolds X(U) for Theorem D. We shall deduce from 3.2 that X(U) has 
all the properties which we claimed in Theorem D. 
In the following corollary of 3.2, G is cyclic and $’ and II/” are complex irreducible 
representations of G and $ stands for either $’ or $“. Suppose G/G($)@9 and X(#) is the 
surface constructed above. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Considered as a G(lj/) manifold, (with trivial action) X(+) is an equivariant 
oriented boundary and in addition X($) has these properties: For each subgroup H of G such 
that G/He9 
(i) X($)” is ajnite set. 
(ii) lX(l(I)GI = 1, and I X (II/)n I = 1 whenever 1 G/G (I/?) I is divisible by at least 4 distinct primes. 
(iii) /X(IJ?‘)~( = lX($“)“J whenever G($‘) = G(t,V’). 
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(iv) if y E X (II/) H then T,.X ($) = Res,$ as H oriented real representation. Furthermore 
(v) There is a representation A of G such that 
Proof: We treat the second part of (ii) in detail, the other properties are straight forward 
consequences of the definition of X(JI) and of 3.2. Let L = G/G(+) and $ be the L 
representation defined by tj. Then X (I++)~ = X ($)Fi where fi = H/H n G($). Suppose ILI 
= m is divisible by at least 4 distinct primes. From 3.3(ii) m is the product of two relatively 
prime integers r and s such that neither is a prime power. So any divisor of r or s misses at least 
2 prime divisors of m. Since JG/H 1 is a prime power, there is at most one prime which divides 
m and which does not divide 1 Al; so lIf1 divides neither r nor s. Since X($)H = X($)H this 
completes the proof of the second part of (ii). 
The properties of X (V) are determined by those of the surfaces X (+) and ultimately rest 
on 3.2. Here are some straight forward consequences of the definition of the X(Jl)‘s. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let V be a complex representation of G satisfying VH = 0 if and only if 
G JH ~9. Let X(V) be the G oriented man$old in 3.4. Then 
(i) There is a representation C ofG such that TX(V) 0s and g @C are isomorphic G vector 
bundles. 
(ii) dim X(V)K = 0 ifand only ifGfK~8. 
(iii) Zf G/K $9, ResKX(V) bounds as oriented K manifold. 
(iv) x(X(U)? = 1, and x(X(U)~) is even whenever G/K$B. 
(v) If G/H E 9 and y E X (V)H, then TrX (V) = Resn V as an H oriented real representation. 
Proof. By 3.5(v), (i) is true if V is replaced by I,+. Since X(V) is the product of the X ($)‘s, 
the validity of (i) is a consequence of its validity for each factor X ($) of X(U). Property (i) 
implies dim X(V)K = dim UK ; so (ii) follows from this and the assumptions of this corollary. 
If G/K $9, then dim UK is positive, so dimn ijK = 2 for one of the complex summands of V. 
Since dimn $ = 2, K acts trivially on +, so on X(+). Since X(e) is an oriented two dimensional 
manifold it bounds as an oriented manifold; so it also bounds as an oriented K manifold. 
Because X (1(1) isa factor of X (V), ResK X (V) bounds as a K oriented manifold. This verifies 
(iii). 
To verify (iv) note X(U)G consists of one point by 3S(ii). IfG/K $9, Res,X(U) boundsan 
oriented K manifold; so X(U)” is an oriented boundary and its Euler characteristic is even. 
Finally (v) is true if V is replaced by tj, use 3.5(iv). Since X(V) is the product of the X($)‘s, 
the result is true for X(V) too 
Let V = Z a, (V)$ be a complex representation of G and let H be a subgroup of G. Define 
3.1 ;.(V,H) = C a*(V). 
{lllo(+) = n) 
Let K t G such that G/K ~9. Define integers 
3.8 %H = Ix($JK I = x(X(ti)K) 
where $ is any irreducible complex representation of G such that G(q) = H. Above we 
defined X(G) and aK,H is well defined by M(iii). 
We can now give an explicit formula for IX ( V)K ( = x(X ( V)K ). 
LEMMA 3.9. Suppose V satisfies 3.1(i) and K c G such that G/K ~9. Then 
IX(V)K 1 = n a$.kH' 
HET 
where T = {H c G 1 (G/H I is divisible by at most 3 primes} 
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Proof: This is an immediate consequence of the definition of X (U) (3.4) in terms of the 
X ($)‘s and 3.5(ii). 
It is an elementary exercise to show, T is as in 3.9: 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose A and B are complex representations of G. Then i(A, H) = i,(B, H) 
for all H ET if and only ifdim AH = dim BH for all H ET. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Suppose A and B are complex representations of G which satisfy 3.1 (i) and 
(ii). Zf G/HEB, 
IX(A)“1 = IX(B)HI. 
The proof is an immediate consequence 3.9, 3.10, and 3.l(ii). 
THEOREM 3.12. Let U be a complex representation of G satisfying 3.0 and 3.1, P ~9, g E G, 
and K the subgroup generated by g and P. For the G oriented manifold X(U) dejined in 3.4 
Sign (9, X (VP) = 
IX(U)KI.v(UP)(g) ifG/K~9 
o othemtise 
Proof: Suppose G/K ~9. By 3.6(ii) (X(U)p)g = X(U)‘( is a finite set. X(U)p is a G 
oriented manifold (3.6) and if YE X(U)“ then 
(*) T,,X(U)p = ResK Up as K oriented representation (3.6(v)). 
By Atiyah-Bott’s Lefschetz Fixed Point Formula [3, section 73. 
sign (9, X(Up) = 1 E; v(Up) (9) 
YSXNJF 
where &y = f 1. Due to the sign conventions involved in this formula, (*) implies that all E,,‘s 
are 1; so 
sign (9, X(Vp 1 = I X WY I . v (Up 1 (9). 
Suppose G/K $9. By 3.6(iii) Res,X(U) boundsas oriented K manifold. Hence (X(U)p)g 
= X (U)K bounds as oriented manifold; so Sign(g, X(U)p) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem D. The manifolds X(U) are provided by 3.4. Condition (0) of Theorem 
D is immediate from (ii), (iv) and (v) of 3.6. (i) is a restatement of 3.6(i). (ii) is a restatement of 
3.11 if G/H E 8. If G/H $9 it is a restatement of 3.6(iv). Finally we show (iii). Let P E 9, g E G, 
and K be the subgroup generated by g and P. If G/K $9 both sign (g, X(A)‘)) and 
sign (g, X(B)p)) vanish (3.12), so (iii) follows in this case. Suppose G/KE~. By 3.l(iv) 
v(AP-BP) (9) = 1, and by 3.11 IX(A)Kl = IX(B)K]. By 3.12 
Sign (9. X(A)’ )/Sign (9, X(B)‘) 
= I~~~~KIII~~~~KI~~~~P~~~~l~~~P~~~~ . 
= v(AP -B’)(g) 
= 1. 
So (iii) also follows in this case. 
This section is now completed with the proof of 3.2. The proof follows ideas of [4, 1.11, 
[30], [26,6.2], [27, $21 but it is easier to give the proof from first principles. We need three 
propositions as preparation. 
PROPOSUION 3.13. Let L be a finite group, A a finite L set and W the complex regular 
representation of L. There is an L map 4 of S = S ( W @ W) to itself which is transverse to 
p = (0, 1) such that 
(i) 4-‘(p)= A 
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(ii) The di$erential D$,:T,,S + TpS is a G, orientation preserving isomorphism whenever 
YE4-l (PI. 
(iii) deg 4 = x(A). 
Proof: Imbed A equivariantly in W. This is possible because very subgroup of L occurs 
as an isotropy group of the regular representation W. Let v be the normal bundle of this 
imbedding. Identify v with an open tubular neighborhood of A in W. As A is the disjoint 
union of its orbits {L/L,} for various points XE A, v is the disjoint union of the normal 
bundles of these orbits, i.e. v is the disjoint union of the {Lx, vx} where v, is the fibre of vat x. 
Observe that v, is Res,, W Pick any L, isomorphism axlvx + W which is L, orientation 
preserving. Then a, extends to an L map of L x L,v, to W The disjoint union of these maps 
gives an L map 4’ of v to W and the inverse image of 0 is A. Note that S is the one point 
compactification of Wand (0, 1) in S corresponds to 0 in W. Extend 4’ to 4 by mapping any 
yes-v to (0, - l), the compactification point. This 4 has ail the properties claimed. 
Here is the data for the next proposition. Let L c S’ be the cyclic group of order n and t 
the irreducible complex representation of L discussed earlier. Let W be the arbitrary 
representation of L whose dimension is at least 3. The space F, of self maps of S ( W @ W) of 
degree m is connected and inherits an action of L such that the fixed point set FL is the set 
of L equivariant maps. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let &, b1 E Fi. There is an L map Q:D(t) + F, such that 0(x) = &, 
ijx = 0 and Q(x) = c#~, ifxES(t). 
Proof. Let r c S’ be the cyclic group of order 2n. Consider t also as a representation of I-, 
such that keslt = t. View Was a representation of I- via the projection r onto L. 
A point of D(t) is of the form reiB, 0 I r 5 1. Let 0(r) be a path in F, with Q(O) = &, and 
~(1)=~,,OIrI1.Let~(eie)=~,forOIOI21candcP(re’~)=e~~(r)whene’e~r.If 
we set D, = {reieIO I 0 5 25r/k}, then D(t) is the union of the disks {gD,,JgEr} as well as 
the union of the disks {gD,)g E L}. This means that to extend 0 over D(t) as a r map is 
equivalent o extending Q over D,, (as a nonequivariant map). The obstruction or is the class 
of Q,?D in x1 (F,). These considerations apply to extending Q to an L map and the 
obstru&on a,is the class of @,I,:o. in q(F,). Observe that nl(Fm) = 7151 = Z2 and cr,_= 20, 
= 0. This means O,?D can be extended over D,. QID extends to an L map of D(t) to F, via 
Q, (gx) = g@(x) for x 6 D,. 
I 
For our final propositic? we have this data: L = Z, c S’ is the cyclic group of order n; A 
is a finite L set such that (Al 3 O(n); W is the complex regular representation and t the 
irreducible complex representation discussed earlier. Set S = S( W @ W) and B = S(t @ R). 
PROPOSITION 3.15. There exists an L map 1(1: B x S + B x S such that + is transverse to 
B x (0, 1) c B x S. Ler IJ!I- ’ (B x (0,l)) = X. This is an orientable surfacefor any such 1+5. We 
can choose II/ and an orientation of X such that for all H # 1 
(i) XH = AH 
(ii) T,X = ReSHt as H oriented representation, y E XH 
(iii) There is a representation C of L such that TX @c andt@c are isomorphic L vector 
bundles. 
Proof. First we construct J/. Set I A I =k.n=m.Apply3.13withLsetAtofindamap 
4 + : S -) S with the properties listed there. Apply 3.13 with the L set k. L to find another map 
4- which also has the properties listed in 3.13. Note that B = D, (t) u D- (t) is the union of 
two copies of D(t) (upper and lower hemisphere) which intersect in S(t). Define the map 
i.,: D, (t) + F, by setting A+ (y) = $+ for all y E D, (t). Apply 3.14 to construct an L map 
i._:D_(r)~F,,suchthati._(O)=~_andE._(y)=~+ifyEdD_(t)=S(t).Theunionofi+ 
and i_ defines a map i.: B -+ F,. This i, defines an L map t,Y: B x S -t B x S by setting $’ (b, y) 
= (b, R(b) (y)). AS L acts freely on the complement of BL x S, there is an L homotopy between 
II/’ and a map I(/ transverse to B x (0, 1). The homotopy is relative to (BL u D + (t)) x S and all 
one needs is the relative Thorn transversality theorem. 
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We verify that X = $-’ (B x (0, 1)) has the properties tated in 3.15. As 41’ (0, 1) = k. L 
and as Lacts freely on B - B‘, it follows that X” = (4;’ (0, 1))” whenever H # 1. By 3.13(i) 
XH is then A”. This shows 3.15(i). 
Next we verify 3.15(iii). Note that as an L vector bundle rB@ R = t@R because B is the 
boundary of D (r @ R). Similarly TS @ R = W @ R. The normal bundle v of B in B x S is W. 
By transversality the normal bundle vGf fin & S is ($ Ix)*v = W. 
- 
TX@v’@lJz=T(BxS)lx@_liz = l@EII@&‘. 
Substitute v’ = _W and let C = W@ R2. Then 3.15(iii) is verified. 
It also follows from 3.15(iii) that X is orientable. We verify 3.15(ii). By construction I(/ 
restrictstoIdx~+:D+(t)xS+ xD+(t)xS.Then+-‘(D+(t)x(O,l))=D+(t)xA=X+. 
Use the L orientation of D + (t) to orient X +. By 3.13 (ii) the orientation of X + extends to one 
of X. As XH c X, whenever H # 1, 3.15(ii) follows with this orientation. 
Proof of 3.2. Choose positive integers a and b such that as + br + 1 E O(n). Apply 3.15 
with the L set A = a. L/ Z, IL b. L / H,u L/L. So 3.15 provides the oriented surface in question. 
3.2(i) is immediate from 3.15(i). If H c L and IHI divides neither r nor s, then IAH1 = 1. So 
3.2(ii) follows also from 3.15(i). 3.2(iii) is restatement of 3.15(ii), and 3.2(iv) is a restatement of 
3.15(iii). 
$4. THE EQUIVARIANT WI-IT GROUP 
If Z is a homotopy sphere with G action, its equivariant Witt class vanishes. This well 
known fact is immediate from the definitions involved. In fact its total Witt class 
{ Z}r E @*(G, E) must also vanish for elementary reasons. We provide definitions below. 
The total Witt class is an invariant for G oriented cobordism. Our eventual aim 
(completed in $7) is to construct a homotopy sphere Z which is G cobordant to X(A)%X(B) 
for certain of the one fixed point mainfolds from section 3. This means we must satisfy the 
condition {X(A)}, = {X(B)},. In Theorem 4.7 we give sufficient conditions on A and B for 
equality. 
Let n be an even integer and W, (G, Z) the equivariant Witt ring from [ 11. Briefly W, (G, E) 
consists of equivalence classes of pairs (K, 4) where K is a torsion free Z[G] module and 4 
is a nonsingular G invarient Z valued form, symmetric if n = O(4) and skew symmetric if 
n = 2(4). Metabolic forms are equivalent o zero. 
If X is a closed manifold of dimension n = 2k with orientation preserving G action, then 
{X} E W,(G, Z) is the class of (Hk(X, Z)/torsion, &). Here 4x is the cup product form on X. 
The class {X} of X depends only on the oriented G bordism class of X. 
Let X be a smooth G manifold such that for all H c G, HE 9, X” is an even dimensional 
closed oriented G/H manifold. Suppose G/H acts preserving orientation and define d(H) by 
dimX” = 2d(H). We define the total Witt class. 
4.1 {X)r E @ w,,,,(G/H, z). 
The sum varies over all H EP and the H-component of {Xl, is {X”}. We make this 
abbreviation 
4.2 @* (G, H) = @wu,H,(G/H, H). 
The following proposition is of obvious importance to the topic of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let G be an odd order abelian group. Suppose YZ is an even dimensional 
sphere with G action. Then 
{Z}r=O in @*(G, Z). 
Proof. Suppose C is a homotopy sphere, Cp is a mod p homology sphere whenever P is a p 
group, p prime. This means its middle dimensional cohomology is torsion; so {Z’) = 0 by 
definition. 
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We shall discuss invariants which detect { }r. The multisignature defines a homomor- 
phism sign: W,,(G, Z) -+ R(G). A collection of these homomorphisms defines 
Sign: I%‘*(G, Z)+ @R(G/P) . 
where P ranges over all P E 8. Let T, denote the kernel of this signature map. It is well known, 
see e.g. [l, p. 1511 that 
THEOREM 4.4. If G is of odd order, then T, is finite. 
[l] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the vanishing of an element in W,, (G, E) 
in our case where G is odd order cyclic. Under favorable geometric assumptions these 
conditions can be expressed easily in geometric terms. The assumptions we make are: 
4.5. X is a closed G oriented manifold of even dimension such that Xc consists of isolated 
points. 
For p a prime divisor of 1 G 1 and T a generator of G, Alexander-Conner-Hamrick define 
the notion of a torsion signature f(T, p). See [l, p. 149-151-J. If X is a closed G manifold, we 
denote the torsion signature of (X) with respect to p by w,,(G, X). As an immediate 
consequence of [l, Theorem 3.5, p. 1493 we have 
LEMMA 4.6. Make assumption 4.5 on X and let P be the p Sylow subgroup of G. Then 
w,(G, X) = 0 if 
x& (dim T,X - dimT,XP) = 0 mod 4. 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose (V, W) is a pair of complex representations of G satisfying 3.1. Let 
X(V) and X(W) be given as in 3.4. Suppose dim VH I dim WH = O(4) for all H c G. Then 
{Xv%, = {X(W))T. 
Proof. By [l, Theorem 3.6, p. 151-J the class { > is detected by signatures and torsion 
signatures. Using Theorem D we conclude that sign (G, X ( VP) = sign (G, X(W)‘) for all 
groups P E 9 in question. Our assumptions on the dimensions of Vu and WH imply that the 
torsion signatures vanish by 4.6. 
$5. SPECIAL G MANIFOLDS 
In this section we introduce the notion ofa special G manifold (5.14). There is an inductive 
procedure for converting a special G manifold into a G homotopy sphere without altering the 
fixed point set or isotropy representations. The principal tool for this is Theorem 5.22 and 
Remark 5.17. The primary datum ofa special manifold is a Smith framing (5.11) of its tangent 
bundle. The concept of Smith framing of a G vector bundle is a generalization of a G framing 
of the bundle. In the case of the G tangent bundle of a manifold a Smith framing provides 
bundle data needed for G cobordism modifications using surgery. This is a consequence of 
[23]. The reader who is willing to live with this analogy can begin this section with 5.13. For 
the more diligent reader we have supplied the complete technology and definitions involved 
with Smith framing from [23] in the material preceeding 5.13. 
Let X be a G space. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A Smith decomposition X of X is a collection X = { X,lpj prime) where 
each X, is a G invariant subspace of X such that if x E X,, then IG,I = pncx) for some n(x) > 0. 
Observe that X, = 0 if p does not divide 1 G I. These primes place no restriction in what 
follows In the case X is a smooth G manifold the following Smith decomposition X = {X, (p 
prime) is used throughout text: 
5.2. x, = {xEX-Nl lG,I = pncx) with n(x) > O) 
TOP 24:3-D 
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for each prime p. Here N is an open G invariant regular neighborhood of (x E XIG, $9 }. 
To a representation R of G and a subgroup P of G we associate certain G spaces Ap( R) and 
A’,(R). Set U(R) = U, (or U(R) = 0,) if R is an n-dimensional complex (or real) 
representation. Let M(R) be the maximal torus in U(R). Set 
5.3. Ap(R) = {f:G/P+ M(R)lf(i) = Id} 
A;(R)= {f:G/P+U(R)lf(i)= Id). 
Here 1 is the unit element in G, and if g E G, then S denotes the class of g in G/P. Both Ap( R) 
and A’p( R) are G spaces and P acts trivially via 
(sf)(Q =f(kkf(s3-‘. 
Obviously Ap( R) c A’p( R) and Ap( R) is a torus. 
If rl is a G vector bundle over X and b : q + R is a P vector bundle isomorphism, we define 
g(b): X -+ A;(R) by 
5.4. (e(b) (x)) (~8 = b,,sb; ‘9 - ‘9 g E G, x E X, and b, is the restriction of b over x. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let b and g(b) be as above. Suppose g(b) (x) E Ap( R) for all x E X. Then g(b) is G 
equivariant. 
We need various stable notions. Let rl be a G vector bundle, then s(q) is the stable bundle 
represented by rl @V for some representation V. Let b : q + ‘1’ be a G vector bundle 
isomorphism, then s(b) = b @Id: q @v + $ @V_ for some V. With a slight abuse of 
language, we define a stable G vector bundle isomorphism b : q + 9’ to be a G vector bundle 
isomorphism b : q @ v + q’@_V for some representation V of G. An R framing (R is a 
representation of G) of 4 is a stable G vector bundle isomorphism b : s(q) -+ s@). We also set 
A(sR) = A(R @I’) and U(sR) = U(R @ V) for some representation V. The cone on a G 
space X is denoted by c(X); it is a G space with a preferred base point x0 (called cone point) 
fixed by G. The restriction of a map f: c(X) -+ X’ to X c c(X) is denoted by fi. 
If R is a representation of G, then G acts on U(R) by conjugation. If R : G + U(R) also 
denotes the map given by the representation, then (g, u) H R (g)u R(g)- l for g E G and u E R. 
We abbreviate this expression by gug - I. Fix a representation R of G and a subgroup P of G. 
Let 8 : X + A,(R). We say that f: X + U(R) is equivariant with respect o 0 (or f is a Ge map) 
if 
5.6. 0x) = gf(x)g_te(x)(g3-1, XEX, &G. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Suppose n is a G vector bundle over X, R is a G representation, and P is u 
subgroup of G. An R-P framing of n is a pair (b, O(b)) where 
(i) b: s (Res,,n) + s (Res&) is a P vector bundle isomorphism such that (compare 5.4) 
B(b)(x)EA)(sR), for all x in X, and 
(ii) @(b):c(X) -+ Ap(sR) is an equivariant map such that @t(b) = B(b) and @(b)(x,) = 1. 
(We abbreviate (b, O(b)) by b) 
Note that when P = G, the notions of R-P framing and R framing are equivalent. 
Next we compare two framings. Let 6 be an R framing of the G vector bundle q over X and 
let b be an R-P framing of q. For each x E X we define 8(6, b)(x) E U(sR) by 
6, = 8(6, b)(x)b,. This defines a map 8(6, b): X + U(sR) and 
5.8. 6 = 8(6, b)b. 
One easily verifies that 0(6, b) is a GeCb’ map, where g(b) is as in 5.4; the range of g(b) is AP(sR). 
DEFINITION 5.9. Let q be a G vector bundle over X, R a representation of G, ban R framing 
of ‘I, and (b, Q(b)) an R-P framing of n. We say that &and (b, O(b)) are compatible (in short 6 
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and bare compatible) if there is given a map O(6, b): c(X) -B U (sR), equivariant with respect to 
o(b), such that 0,(6, b) = O(6, b) and O(&, b)(x,) = Id. 
Let E be a contractible G space with free action of G and let X be a G space. Denote the G 
space E x X by 8. If f: X -* X’ is a G map, f= Id xj 8 + 8’ is the induced G map. If q is 
a G vector bundle over X and (b, B(b)) is an R-P framing of 1, then (6,0(K)) is the induced 
R-P framing of +j where O(6) is the composition c(8) -+ c(X)!?!!!!+Ap(sR). Let X be a given 
Smith decomposition of X and q a G vector bundle over X. For each prime p set 
5.10. VP = 41x, 
and let G, be the p Sylow subgroup. 
Remark. The functions 0 (bmp, 6,) for each prime p defined by compatibility in 5.9 are an 
implicit part of the structure of a Smith framing. 
DEFINITION 5.11. A Smith framing b:q + & rel X is a collection b = {b,,(bp, @(b,))lp 
prime} where (b,, O(b,)) IS an R-G, framing of qP, b, is an R framing of q and thefollowing 
compatibilities hold for each prime p: The R-G, framing (6,, 0(&J) of VP induced by 
(b,, @(b,)) and the R framing b,, = lioclx, are compatible in the sense of 5.9. 
Caution. We now use the letter b to denote a Smith framing. Previously we used it to a 
single stable vector bundle isomorphism. 
Let Z(G) = {U - VE R(G)IU, V are complex representations of G and Res,U = RespV 
whenever P = G, for some prime p}. 
The algebra of the ideal I (G) and the topology of Smith framing are combined in the 
following theorem which is fundamental to the paper. 
THEOREM 5.12. [23]. Let R and R’ be complex representations of G such that R-R’ E Z(G). 
Let X be a G space and X a Smith decomposition of X. Then there is a Smithframing b : R’ + R 
rel X. 
COROLLARY 5.13. Suppose Ri for i = 1,2 are complex representations of G and Xi 
for i = 1, 2 are smooth G manifolds which support stable G vector bundle isomorphisms 
bi: TXi -+ &. If RI - Rz E I(G), then TX has a Smith framing b: TX -) & rel X (5.1 and 5.2) 
where R can be either RI or R2. 
A smooth G manifold X together with a Smith framing b:TX +& rel X for some 
representation R of G is called a Smith framed mantfold; so a Smith framed manifold is a pair 
(X, b) which is often abbreviated by X itself. Sometimes to emphasize the role of the 
representation R of G we say that X is an R Smith framed manifold. 
This completes the summary of the notion and properties of Smith framing. Now we 
proceed with a brief discussion of normal maps and surgery. 
We add two more pieces of structure to a G manifold X with a Smith framing to define the 
notion of a special manifold. This gives X the structure required for surgery to produce a 
sphere from X. Let then X be a G oriented closed manifold and x E XG. The Thorn collapse 
defines a degree 1 G map 
f,:X+Y=S(T,X@IW). 
(This map carries an invariant disk about x diffeomorphically onto one about (0, 1) EY.) We 
suppose X is oriented, so then is Y. The G manifold X is defined to be stable if for each x E X 
and K = G,, the multiplicity m,(T,X) of the irreducible representation x inT,X = V is either 
zero or d,m,( v) 2 dim, VK. Here d, = dim, D, where D, is the algebra of real K 
endomorphisms of x. 
DEFINITION 5.14. A special G manifold X is a Smith framed manifold (X, b) for which: 
(i) X is G oriented. stable and Xc # 4. 
(ii) dim XH = O(4) and dimXH p 4 for all H. 
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(iii) X satisfies the gap hypothesis: For each PE 9 and L 2 P (L # P), dim XL < +dimXS 
(iv) x(XH) = 2 if H#B, x(Xu) = O(2) if HEY. 
The prevalent role played by the family of groups .?? comes from Smith theory which has 
as consequence the fact that if X is a homotopy sphere with G action, then for each P E 9 X pis 




h Cpj if I PI = p” (n 2 l), p prime. 
Here E(p) denotes the integers localized at p. 
The process of converting a special manifold into a homotopy sphere is equivariant 
surgery. This is based on the notion of a normal map which we recall here. To keep the 
exposition simple we give the definition only for an odd order cyclic group and for closed 
manifolds. The definition with these simplifications comes from [23, section 41 which 
descended from [13, section 31. 
DEFINITION 5.15. A normal map w = (X,f, b) consists of this data: 
(i) A G map f: X + Y of degree one between stable G oriented manifolds X and Y of the 
same dimension. 
(ii) A Smith framing b: TX -+A rel X (5.2) for some representation R of G. 
This data is to satisfy these conditions: 
(iii) YH is 1 connected and dimYH = dim XH for all H ~9. 
(iv) Each HE B is an isotropy group of X and Y. 
(v) x(XH) = x(Yn) ifH#B and x(X*) = I mod 2 if HES. 
(vi) X satisfies the gap hypothesis 5.14iii. 
(vii) dimYH 2 5 for HE 8. 
If X is a special manifold and xcXG, then 
w(X) = (X,f,, b) 
is a normal map with f,: X + S(T,X @ Iw) = Y. Here b is the Smith framing which goes with 
the structure of X as a special manifold. For our constructions, the particular Smith framing b 
of X and fixed point xgXG play no serious role except that they exist; so when we use the 
notation w(X), we take any choice of x and b which then remains fixed throughout .the 
discussion. 
Our aim is to convert a special manifold into a homotopy sphere. This proceeds via an 
inductive process based on the partial order on B defined by inclusion of subgroups. For this 
procedure we need to discuss Wall’s L groups and the notion of special manifold and normal 
map relZ where* is a closed family of subgroups of B. We treat the later first. By definition 
JEP c 9 is closed if K E.# and L ~9 with L 2 K implies L E_%‘. The reader should note for 
later inductive arguments that if H is a maximal subgroup in the set @-.% and&’ is closed, the 
&’ u {H) is closed. 
DEFINITION 5.16. Let Z c 9 be closed and let X be a special manifold. We say X is a 
special manifold rel%’ tf Xp is a simply connected mod P homology sphere for each PE&‘. 
Similarly if W = (X, f, b) is a normal map, we say w is a normal map rel%’ 11 f’ induces an 
isomorphism in x1 and an A, homology equivalence for all PC%. 
We note that if X is a special manifold rel%, W(X) is a normal map relx. In addition a 
special manifold relB is a G homotopy sphere. 
The notion of Smith framed cobordism resp. normal cobordism between Smith framed 
manifolds resp. normal maps is defined in a canonical way. A Smith framed cobordism 
between Smith framed manifolds (Xi, b,), i = 0, 1, consists of a Smith framed manifold 
( W, b) such that d W = X, u Xi and bl,, = bi. IfZ c B is closed, ( W, b) is a Smith framed 
cobordism rel# if WK = Xt x I and b,,, = b,,,, x Id, for all K c G unless K EP-%. 
I = [0, l] is the unit interval. A normal cobordism and a normal cobordism rel# are defined 
similarly. In particular, a normal cobordism rely between (X,, fo, b,) and (X 1, fi, b,) gives 
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rise to a Smith framed cobordism rel% between (X,, be) and (Xi, b,). For more details see 
[13] and [24]. If w and %‘“’ are normally cobordant resp. normally cobordant rel%, we 
denote this by -llr- -W’ resp. ww, w’. Similarly for a special manifold X and X’ (resp. 
special rel%) we write X N X’ resp. X wxX’ if X and X’ are Smith framed cobordant resp. 
Smith framed cobordant rel%. 
Remark 5.17. It is obvious from the definition of cobordism but still important to note 
that Smith framed cobordism (relx) does not alter G fixed sets or isotropy representations 
so long as G$S. This means X N X’ or X mxX’ implies XG = Xfc and X and X’ have the 
same isotropy representations. 
We recall the definition of the gruoup B,(G) introduced by Oliver. A G resolution is a 
finite G C W complex A with base point q which is k-dimensional and (k - 1) connected for 
some k, and for which H,(A) is Z[G] projective. Set 
YGtA) = (-l)kC~,(A)l~~,(~CGl). 
A G resolution A is contained in a finite G C W complex A* obtained from A by attaching free 
G cells G x D’ and having x(A*) = 1. Define (see e.g. [20, 12, 133). 
5.18. B,(G) = {yG(A)lA is a G resolution and x(AH) = 0 for all H c G). 
Now we define the relevant L groups of Wall. 
DEFINITION 5.19. Ap is the group ring A,[G/P] with involution-dejined by ZZn,g 
= Zn,g-‘. Set A = A1 and & = Ap/{v-~~v~Ap}. 
The group Lh, (Ap) consists of equivalence classes of triples (K, rl, p) where K is a stably 
free Ap module and E.: K x K + Ap is a nonsingular Hermitian form with associated 
quadratic form p: K + Rp. Compare [36, section 5-J. Addition is defined by direct sum of 
triples. The group L2”’ (A) is defined in the same way except that K is only required to be a 
projective A module whose class lies in B,(G). Classically the notation of the L groups had as 
an additional parameter a homomorphism w : G/P + Z,. As G is of odd order w is trivial and 
we suppress it in our notation.) 
The following proposition will simplify many arguments. Let R be a subring of Q. As 
above we have an involution - on the group ring R [G]. Suppose K is an R [G] module and 
i.: K x K + R[G] and p: K + Q = R[G]/{v - v- IVE R[G]} are forms satisfying the stan- 
dard properties of a symmetric Hermitian form (compare [36, section 51 and discussion 
above). 
PROPOSITION 5.20. If I G I is odd, then I determines p. 
The proof is easy, one observes that p(x) = p(x)- and that Q is a sum of copies of R, one 
summand for each class in G/{g - g-i Jg EG}. So the equation 2(x, x) = p(x) + p(x)- 
= 2p(x) has a unique solution for p(x) in Q. 
Let Z c 9 be closed, P E 9 -.Z be a maximal subgroup in this set and X be a special G 
manifold rel&?. There is an element 
5.21. C,(X)E 
L2’G)(A) if P = 1 (Set c1 = a) 
Lh, (A,) ifP#l 
which depends only on X and not the Smith framing b given for X. The vanishing of the 
element implies X zx X’ where X’ is special rel.%,? u {P}. 
The definition of ap(X) is similar to the definition of o(fP) in [13, $51. In fact cp(X) 
= aCf,~) for any x E X G but some discussion is needed to make sense of this and to show ihe 
definition does not depend on b; so we give the details of a direct definition. To do this we 
must define a triple op(X) = (K, i.. p) in the appropriate L group as follows: Let dimXP = 4k. 
Using the surgery lemma [24,4.12] W-(X) z ,*lf ‘(X’) = (X’, f:, b’) and fkp is 2k - 1 connected. 
Here x E Xc = X’G. V=T’X=T,X’andfS;:X’+S(V/R)=Y.Thenrrj(X’P)=Oforj 
< 2k and n,,(X’P) @AP = H2k(X’P, AP) = K. If x .y denotes the usual AP valued intersec- 
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tion number ofxandy for x,y~K, then i.(x, y) = ZSEG(x.g - ‘y)g E Ap is the definition of the 
intersection form i on K. 
Now we define the self intersection form ,u on K associated to /I which will then be unique 
by 5.20. The definition uses the gap hypothesis for X and its Smith framing b: TX + R. The 
value p(x) for x E K z nzk (Xp) is defined using an immersion of S = Szk x Dzk in Xp whose 
restriction to Szk x 0 represents x. The definition for free actions is given in [38, $51. Here are 
the details of the modification we use: Let Xz = {xEXIG, = PI ; so G/P acts freely on this 
manifold. Since G acts freely on X, = Xi, n: E x X, +J* is a G homotopy equivalence. 
This means there is a G vector bundle isomorphism b: TX, -+& such that n* (F) is G 
homotopic to b, restricted to E x X,. The gap hypothesis allows us to represent x by a map 
of SZk into XP,. The map extends to a map i of S into XP,. Let a = 6if P = 1 and a = bi if 
P # 1 and (PI = p”n > 1, p prime. The stable vector bundle isomorphism a defines a vector 
bundle isomorphism /(a) : TS ---) i*TXP, which by Hirsch’s Immersion Theorem provides an 
immersion I of S in XG whose differential is regularly homotopic to /(a). In particular i,sk 
represents x. Having produced the immersion I, p(x) is defined in terms of I exactly as Wall 
does it in [36,@5]. To verify the relations between I and p specified in [36, p. 451, one must see 
that the immersion gl for g E G is the one obtained using Hirsch’s Immersion Theorem for gx 
usinggr and a. This follows from the fact that a and gag- l are homotopic. This is obvious if P 
= 1 and uses the homotopy 0(b,) if P is not 1. This completes the definition of ap(X). 
To see that this definition does not depend on b, we note that while p seems to depend on 
b, 1 does not. By 5.20 there is a unique self intersection form p associated to E. ifany p is given. 
This implies the definition of ~1 is independent of b. 
THEOREM 5.22. Suppose X is a special G manifold relAf wherex c 9 is closed. Let P E 9 
-Z be maximal. If ap(X) = 0 and P # 1 resp. P = 1, then X wJc X’ resp. X m X’ where X’ is a 
special manifold rel&’ v {P}. 
Proof. Since X is special rel#, *Iv(X) is a normal map rel&?‘. We must show: 
W(X) -* “w(X) resp. w(X) - w’(X) where w(X’) is a normal map rel# u {P). This is a 
special case of [ 13,5.3 with one important difference: The definition of normal map in [ 133 
and here have different requirements on the bundle isomorphism. (There the notation (b, c) is 
used and here b.) The proof of 5.22 uses the same format of proof as the proof of [13, 5.31 
except hat usage of [13; 3.12 and 3.131 there is replaced by usage of [23; 4.11 and 4.133 here. 
This replacement reflects the difference between normal maps there and here. 
We conclude this section by discussing addition of special manifolds. 
Suppose (X, b) and (X’, b’) are U Smith framed manifolds, x E Xc and y E (X’)G and G is 
not of prime power order. Suppose that X and X’ are G oriented, and there is an isomorphism 
a: T,X + -TyX‘ preserving the G orientations. Then we can use connected sum at x E X and 
y E X’ and form X # X’. This is a G oriented manifold. Part of the Smith framings b and b’ are 
the bundle isomorphisms b, and bk, see 5.11. Let b,, and b;, denote their restrictions to the 
bundles restricted over X = x x E and j = y x E (for this notation see again 5.11 and the 








commutes. Then we can glue b, and b; (hence also band b’) together along 5. So X # X’ has 
a Smith framing in the obvious way. We denote this Smith framed manifold by (X# X’, 
b# b’) = (X, b)# (X’, b’) and abbreviate this as (X”, b”). 
Suppose ZE Xc is a fixed point different from x, the point at which we formed the 
connected sum. Then bmli is unchanged in forming the connected sum. 
The assumptions for Lemma 5.24 below are as follows: G is an odd order cyclic group not 
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of prime power order and ti is a closed subset of 9. Suppose (X, b) and (X’, b’) are U Smith 
framed special G manifolds rel .% for some representation U of G. Suppose x E XG, y E XfG 
and there is an orientation preserving isomorphism a as above. Then we can form 
(X, b)# (X’, b’) at xeX and YEX(, if 5.23 commutes. Suppose (X”)G # 0. 
LEMMA 5.24. 
(i) (X”,b”) = (X, b)# (X’, b’) is a special G manifold rel%. 
(ii) oP(X”) = up(X) + aP(X’) 
(iii) up(X) = - oP( - X); - denotes reversal of G orientation. 
Proof. Condition (i) is obvious. We show (ii). Remember that dimXP = 4k for some 
integer k; see 5.14(ii). As in the definition of a,,(X) we may suppose that XP and X’P are 2k - 1 
connected. Then fl = (Hzk (Xp, Ap), A, p) represents oP(X). Here I is the intersection form on 
H,,(XP, AP) and p is the unique associated self intersection form. Similar notation obtains 
with Z?’ representing oP(X’). Since X” also is 2k - 1 connected, the representative A” of 
ap(X”) is the sum of A and R” as asserted in (ii). 
Finally we show (iii). As in (ii) we suppose Xp is 2k - 1 connected so (H2,(XP, Ap), 1, p) 
represents crp(X). Obviously (HzL(XP, Ap), -I, -p) represents 0,(-X). If P # 1, 
HZli(XP, AP) is a stably free Ap module. It follows as in [36,5.4] that cp(X) + cp( - X) = O.If 
P = 1 we need an additional argument. Abbreviate H,,(X, Z) by H. Theadjoint Al : H + H* 
of 1 is an isomorphism between H and its dual H*. Consider (H, I, p) @(H, - i, - p). Let A 
be the diagonal map in 
O+H : H@H-*H+O. 
In the obvious way (H, 1, u) @(H, - I, -u) is isomorphic to (AH) @(AH)* = H @H with 
the canonical form. Thus (H, I, u) @(H, -i, -u) represents zero in L.pn (A). 
$6, MORE ABOUT SPECIAL G MANIFOLDS 
We state the main result of this section. Rack references are indicated in parenthesis. 
THEOREM E. Suppose X is a special G man$old (5.14) and its total Witt class {X>r (4.1) is 
zero. Then 
(i) X is Smith framed cobordant to a special G mani&old X’ where for each nontrivial subgroup 
P of p power order (p prime) Xlp is a simply connected mod p homology sphere (5.16). 
(ii) A special G man$old X’ as in (i) dejines an element a(X’) (5.21) in a jinite subgroup Z,(l) 
of L$‘G’(A) (after 5.19). Zf 0(X’) vanishes, X’ is Smith framed cobordant to a homotopy 
sphere. 
The proof of Theorem E uses some algebraic results which we discuss now. 
DEFINITION 6.1. ZG( P) for P E 8. 
(i) IG(l) = ker w where w: LpcG)( Z[G]) + W,(G, H) sends (K, i, p) to (K, A). 
(ii) Ler 1 # P c G, P E 9. Ic( P) is the subgroup of LE(Ap) generated by triples (K, ,i, p) where 
K = K’ @Ap, i. = i.‘@Id, u = p’ @Id (AP is defined after 5.14) and 
(a) K’ is a finitely generated Z[G/P] module which is Z torsion free and K is a stably free 
A,[G/P] = Ap module (5.19). 
(b) i.’ : K’ x K’ + Z[G/P] is a nonsingular Hermitian form with associated quadratic form 
u’:K’-, Z[G/P]/{\*--v-JVE Z[G/P]). 
(c) The pair (i.‘. p’) satisfies the conditions spelled out in [36, 5.21. Equivalently with i.’ = 
(1 +T)c$ and p’(x) = 4(x, x). 4 satisfies rhe condirions spelled out in [38, page 2-63. 
(d) (K’. i.‘) represents :ero in W, (G! P, Z ). 
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THEOREM 6.2. I,(P),= 0 if P # 1 and IG( 1) is finite. 
For P # 1 this result is due to W. Pardon (private communication). 
Outline of proof: The proof in the case P = 1 uses the Rothenberg sequence relating 
L: (A), L$“) (A) and H* ( H,, B, (G)). In addition one uses that the signature homomorphism 
from Lh, (A) to R(G) has finite kernel [36] and that B,(G) is a finite group. For P # 1 the proof 
is based on Pardon’s localization sequence which relates the L theory of Ap = i&,,[L], O[L] 
and Q[L]/Z,,,[L] where L = G/P and I PI = p”. One finds that Lk(Q,,[L]) maps 
injectively into Lh, (Q CL]). It is important here that p and (L 1 are odd. With the notation as in 
6.1 (ii) one shows that (K, A, p) represents zero in Lk(Ap) (defined after 5.19) if (K’, i’) 
represents zero in We (G/P, E). This implies that ZG( P) = 0. The references needed to carry 
out the argument in detail are: Pardon [21,23],‘Karoubi [14], Milnor-Husemoller [18], 
Swan [35], Wall [37, 381. 
Proof of Theorem E. Condition (i) is proved inductively on the partial order of B defined 
by inclusion of subgroups. We suppose .# c 9 is closed (defined after 5.15) and does not 
contain the trivial subgroup. Inductively we suppose that X is a special G manifold relx and 
P # 1 is a maximal subgroup in B -.#‘. If no such P exists the induction is complete. By 5.21 
and the discussion preceeding it ap(X) = (K, 1, P)E Lo (A,) is defined. Reviewing the 
definition of K and i, in 5.21, one sees that K = K’ @ AP and 1 = L’ @ AP where K’ and 1’ 
satisfy 6.1(a) and (b). In addition the class of (K’, 2) is {Xp} in W,(G/P, H) (see 4.1) which 
vanishes by assumption. So ap(X) lies in Zc( P). It is therefore zero by 6.2. By Theorem 5.22, X 
is Smith framed cobordant to x’ where X’ is a special G manifold rels u (P}. Moreover 
{xl}, = 0 because this class is a G oriented cobordism invariant. 
The proof of (i) is completed by induction. The aim is to arrive at .%? = B - {l}. 
(ii) From the assumptions in (ii) it is immediate (5.21) that X’ defines an element a(X’) 
= err (X’) in L$@’ (A). 
By 6.1 (i), a(X) lies in the subgroup 1,(l) of Lo ‘dG) (A). If u(X) is zero, x’ is Smith framed 
cobordant to a special G manifold relB (i.e. a homotopy sphere) by Theorem 5.22. This 
completes (ii) and the proof of Theorem E. 
$7. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
Theorem B from the introduction is proved in this section. The proof is based on 
constructing special G manifolds using representations in a set S which satisfy conditions 
listed in 7.1 below. Conditions 7.l(iii) and (iv) imply 3.0 and 3.1; so the one fixed point 
manifolds X(,4) for A ES are defined (Theorem D). Conditions 7.1 involve in addition to S a 
representation U. This representation isused to modify X(A) IL- X(B) for each A, BE S. The 
modification is a special G manifold X(A, B) (7.3). Conditions 7.1(i)-(iii) are used to verify 
that X(A, B) is a special G manifold. If (SI is large, one of the manifolds X(A, B) for A, BE S is 
Smith framed cobordant to a homotopy sphere by Theorem 7.4. Theorem B is an easy 
consequence of 7.4. 
Throughout this section we deal with a set S of complex representations of G and an 
additional complex representation U. Together they satisfy: 
7.1. (i) U is stable (before 5.14), satisfies the gap hypothesis (5.14(iii))and whenever H 
is a subgroup of G, it is an isotropy group of U with dim UH 2 6. 
(ii) A ES is stable, satisfies the gap hypothesis and whenever G/H $9, H is an 
isotropy group of A with dim AH 2 6. 
(iii) Res, U 2 Resp A for all A ES, P E 8. 
(iv) Each pair A, B of representations of S satisfies 3.1. 
Such a set S and representation U are constructed from a set of real representations 
satisfying 1.1. This is made precise in the next lemma which is discussed at the end of the 
section. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Let s’ be a set of real representations of G such that each pair in S’ satisfies 1.1. 
Assume IG) has at least three distinct prime divisors. Then there are complex representations V 
and V, such that S = {R@V,IRES’} and V satisfy 7.1. 
Here i? is the complexification of R. 
We shall use the representations in 7.1 to construct special G manifolds (5.14): 
LEMMA 7.3. For each pair of representations A and B in S, there is a V Smith framed special 
G manifold X(A, B) = X with two fixed points x and y, and as G oriented representations 
T,X = A and T,X = - B. In addition X pis a simply connected mod p homology spherefor each 
nontrivial p subgroup P of G and a(X) (see Theorem E(C)) lies in 1,(l). 
Part of the data of a special G manifold X(A, B) is the Smith framing. In particular 
(compare 5.23) the bundle isomorphism 6, restricts to bundle isomorphisms 6,. x: A + V 
and b,.,: R + ii. From the construction in 7.3 it will be obvious that 
7.3’. b,,, depends only on A and b,, y depends only on B. 
Proof of 7.3. Step 1. Construct a special manifold X’(A, B) = X’ = X(A)U - X(B)u Z, 
where X(A) and X(B) were constructed in 3.4. The manifold Z is the topic of the forthcoming 
discussion. The manifold Z is to have empty G fixed set, have a V framing of its tangent 
bundle, is to be a G oriented boundary and is chosen so that x(X’~) = 2 for all H c G. In 
addition choose a V Smith framing for each X(A), A E S, which is possible by 5.13 and 7.l(iii). 
These choices will guarantee that X’ is special. The essential point is that X’ has a Smith 
framing. First observe that X(A) and X (B) are already V-Smith framed. In addition Z is V- 
Smith framed as it is already V framed. Together these V-Smith framings give one for X’. Use 
Theorem D to see that X’ has 2 fixed points and the isotropy representations are A and - B. 
The reader is asked to verify for himself that the manifolds constructed satisfy the 
requirements in 5.14 of stability, gap hypothesis and fixed point dimension using the 
conditions in 7.1. 
We now construct Z. Choose an oriented surface Y with trivial G action and x(Y) = - 2. 
Write V as V’ @JR2 and set Z- = Y x S(V’ OR). Set Z+ = S(V OR). Choose V framings 
for Z+ and Z- . Z will be a disjoint union of the V framed manifolds G x “Z+ and G x “Z- 
where Zf ranges over proper subgroups of G. Note that: 
z((Gx.Z+)? = 2lGIHI if K E H, zero otherwise. 
x((G x~Z-)~) = -4\G/HI if K C_ H, zero otherwise. 
An easy computation shows: Suppose G is of odd order and M is a compact smooth G 
manifold. If H c G, x(MK) - x(W) = 0 for all subgroups K of G which properly contain H, 
and z(MH)-x(MG) E O(2), then x(M*)-x(M~) is an even multiple of IG/HI. An easy 
induction on the partial order of subgroups of G allows us to find Z such that the Euler 
characteristic ondition in 5.14(iv) is satisfied. Observe here that we need only manifolds 
G x “Z* where H # G as (X(A)lrX(B))G consists of two points and x(X(A)zX (B))K 
E O(2) for all K c G. 
Step 2. First observe that the manifold X’ constructed in Step 1 is G oriented cobordant 
to X(A)u- X(B) as 2 is a G oriented boundary; so (X’}, = 0 by 4.7. By Theorem E of 
Section 6, X’ is Smith framed cobordant to a manifold X = X(A, B) where X satisfies the 
conclusion of our lemma. Note that 5.17 is needed to see that X has two fixed points with 
isotropy representations A and -B. 
THEOREM 7.4. Suppose IS) 2 Ir,(l)l + 2. Then there is a pair of distinct representations 
in S such that the underlying real representations are Smith equivalent. 
Proof Fix any representation A in S. The hypothesis on S means that the set 
{a(X(A, B))IBES, B $ A) h as more than JZG( 1)1 elements; so for some distinct B and C, 
o(X(A, B)) = 0(X(.4, C)). By 5.24 and 7.3’ we can form the connected sum 
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-X(,4, B)# X(A, C) = X’. By the formulas in 5.24, a(X’) = 0. By Theorem E. X’ is Smith 
framed cobordant to a homotopy sphere Z. The fixed point set and the isotropy 
representations are not altered by any of the cobordisms above (5.17); so Z has two fixed 
points and isotropy representations B and -C. By definition B and C are now Smith 
equivalent. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let k be an integer exceeding [r,(l)1 + 1 and let V and W be two 
distinct real representations of G satisfying 1.1. Then each pair of representations in the set S 
= { R,i = (i- 1) V+ (k - i) WI 1 I i I k) satisfies 1.1. Lemma 7.2 provides the set S 
= { Ri @ U, ( 1 I i 5 k} and representation U which satisfy 7.1. Since k exceeds (ZG(l)) + 1, 
Bi @ U, and fij @ U0 for some distinct i andj are Smith equivalent as real representations by 
7.4. Their difference in RO(G) is 2(i -j)( V - W). This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
Discussion of Lemma 7.2. The essential conditions in 7.1 are (iii) and (iv). These conditions 
are insensitive to adding an appropriate representation U, to U and each A ES; so if (iii) and 
(iv) are satisfied, (i) and (ii) can be achieved as well by adding an appropriate U,. 
We show that Condition (iv) can be achieved by complexifying representations which 
satisfy 1.1. 
The following two facts concerning real representations Vand W of G and subgroup P of 
G are immediate from definitions: (Recall t is the complexification of V.) 
7.5 (i) If Resp V and Resp W are isomorphic (over W), then Resp v and Resp I@ are 
isomorphic (over Q). 
(ii) If v (VP- W~(g)=+l,thenv(~p-@~(g)=l.See§lfornotation. 
From 7.5 we see that if Vand W are real representations satisfying 1.1, then (r, m) satisfies 
3.1. Finally 3.1 (ii) means that 7.l(iii) need only be established for one A ES. These remarks are 
the guides for the reader to prove Lemma 7.2 for himself. 
Here is a hint to find CJ. One can find two representations V and W such that 
VH=OifG/Hc9, WC#O,and 
Res, V = Res, W whenever P E 9. 
This requires three prime divisors for ICI. Use V as a summand for U0 and W as a 
summand for U. 
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